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Equation Chapter 1 Section 1

Synopsis
Cylindrical shells are often subjected to local inward loads normal to the shell that arise over
restricted zones. A simple axisymmetric example is that of the ring-loaded cylinder, in which an
inward line load around the circumference causes either plasticity or buckling. The ring-loaded
cylinder problem is highly relevant to shell junctions in silos, tanks and similar assemblies of shell
segments. The band load is similar to the ring load in that a band of inward axisymmetric pressure
is applied over a finite height: when the height is very small, the situation approaches the ring
loaded case: when the height is very large, it approaches the uniformly pressurised case. This
paper first thoroughly explores the two limiting cases of plastic collapse and linear bifurcation
buckling, which must both be fully defined before a complete description of the non-linear and
imperfection sensitive strengths of such shells can be described within the framework of the
European standard for shells EN 1993-1-6 (2007). Finally, the application of the Reference
Resistance Design (RRD) over the complete range of geometries for the perfect structure is shown
using the outcome of the limiting cases. (EN1993-1-6, 2007; Rotter, 2016a; 2016b; Sadowski et
al., 2017).

1 Introduction
Cylindrical shells are often subjected to local inward loads normal to the shell that arise over
restricted zones. A simple axisymmetric example is that of the ring-loaded cylinder, in which an
inward line load around the circumference causes either plasticity or buckling. The ring-loaded
cylinder problem is highly relevant to shell junctions in silos, tanks and similar assemblies of shell
segments (Teng and Rotter, 1991a; Teng and Rotter, 1992; Teng, 2004; Teng and Rotter, 1991b;
Teng and Rotter, 1991c). The band load is similar to the ring load in that a band of inward
axisymmetric pressure is applied over a finite height: when the height is very small, the situation
approaches the ring loaded case: when the height is very large, this approaches the uniformly
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pressurised case (Batdorf, 1947; Greiner, 2004)
In the past, problems of shell buckling of this kind were often explored using finite element
software and the outcomes of nonlinear elastic-plastic buckling analyses were represented using
empirical fits to the results. This led to a situation in which every problem was represented by a
new set of empirical fits, with no relationship between them, and no close relationship to classical
or algebraic solutions that could be obtained for special cases. The conceptual framework of the
European standard on shells (EN1993-1-6, 2007; Rotter and Schmidt, 2014; Rotter, 2002; Rotter,
2007) changes this situation, and requires that every problem should have two reference strengths
determined as an anchoring basis: the critical buckling resistance and the plastic reference
resistance. These two values are determined respectively using a Linear Bifurcation Analysis
(LBA) and a Materially Nonlinear Analysis (MNA) using an ideal elastic-plastic material model.
This paper presents the outcome of these two analyses for band-loaded cylinders with a large range
of radius-to-thickness ratios (100≤r/t≤2000), bands of pressure over a range of heights
(0.1<h/r<0.5) and a relatively long cylinder (height to radius ratio H/r>4). The two limiting cases
of elastic buckling and plastic collapse must both be fully defined before a complete description
of the non-linear and imperfection sensitive strengths of such shells can be described within the
framework of the European standard for shells EN 1993-1-6 (2007). Finally, the application of
the Reference Resistance Design (RRD) over the complete range of geometries for the perfect
structure is shown using the outcome of the limiting cases.

2 Analysis and representation
The isotropic cylinders in this study were treated as made of ideal elastic-plastic material satisfying
the von Mises yield criterion with normal plastic flow. All shells were analysed using the
commercial software Abaqus (ABAQUS, 2017). The analyses throughout this study were
conducted using S4R elements (Figure 1). In addition, the plastic collapse analysis (MNA) was
conducted using an axisymmetric model (SAX1) and the full 3D model verified against its
predictions. The mesh convergence was verified for appropriate sample geometries.
Each cylindrical shell was subjected to an axisymmetric band of external uniform pressure
covering a height h (Figure 1). The geometry was characterised by its radius to thickness ratio r/t,
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with a range from 100 to 2000. The shell height H was chosen to give a long enough cylinder so
that the two reference loads were unaffected by the proximity of the boundaries. For these studies,
this height was chosen principally as H/r=4. The thickness t was used as the reference dimension
so that all thicknesses, radii and heights could be treated in a single calculation. The cylinder was
simply supported at the base and constrained against out-of-round deformations at the top, but free
to move axially (BC2f). The material parameters were E=200 000 MPa, ν=0.3 and σ y =250 MPa to
model mild steel. Strain hardening was excluded.

r
t
H
h
H/2

Figure 1: Cylinder subject to axisymmetric pressure band of pressure p over the height h

3 The critical buckling resistance (Rcr)
Since the shells in this study are subject to external pressure, leading to circumferential
compression that induces buckling, the natural reference against which the findings might be
compared is that of buckling under uniform external pressure.
The original work of Batdorf (1947) and Ebner (1952) on cylinders of medium length with simply
supported ends led to the linear bifurcation prediction (Greiner, 2004)

0.855CE  r   t 
pcr =
  
(1 − ν 2 )0.75  H   r 

2.5

(1)
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in which the coefficient C varies according to the boundary conditions (EN1993-1-6, 2007). It
takes the value C = 1.0 for the pinned boundary conditions used here. It may be expected that the
elastic critical resistance of the band loaded cylinder should relate well to this expression.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Calculated linear bifurcation mode for r/t = 750, H/r = 4 and h/r = 0.2

The first study of the band loaded cylinder explored the elastic critical resistance using a Linear
Bifurcation Analysis. The numerical analysis was performed on a 360° model (Figure 1). The
resulting buckling modes for all geometries were similar with long waves around the
circumference of the cylinder (Figure 2). Even for very small band heights, the buckles often
extend over the full height of the cylinder (Figure 2 and Figure 4). The number of circumferential
buckling waves decreases with increasing height of the band load towards the number of buckling
waves found in the uniformly pressurised cylinder (Figure 3). This behaviour corresponds well to
the behaviour of cylinders under uniform external pressure (Brush and Almroth, 1975; Greiner,
2004), where the critical number of buckling waves decreases with increased cylinder height.
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Figure 3: Dimensionless number of circumferential buckling waves (1st eigenvalue)

The height of this buckling mode suggests that the buckling resistance should depend strongly on
the cylinder height. An expression comparable with Eq.1 may therefore be expected to be
appropriate.
A selected set of calculated linear bifurcation resistances for the aspect ratio H/r = 4 is shown in
Figure 5, where there is a clear linear variation with the inverse of the dimensionless height h of
the loaded band. As the loaded band height increases, the circumferential membrane stress spreads
further up and down the cylinder, and with the centre of the band situated in the middle of the
buckle, the bifurcation pressure naturally steadily decreases. There is a slight variation from this
linear relationship at low r/h, where the band covers a large part of the cylinder. However, this
condition leads to higher pressures than a simple linear description would give, so an
approximation of the relationship as linear is satisfactory for design purposes. Ignoring these low
values of r/h, the linear relationship is accurately described by Eq. 2.
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Figure 4: Deformed shape of the cylinder (1st eigenvalue) over the height of the cylinder

(2)
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Figure 5: Variation of the bifurcation pressure with the dimensionless inverse height of the band h/r

The variation of the bifurcation resistance with the radius to thickness ratio r/t is shown in Figure
6, where the log-log plot demonstrates a close relationship to the power law of Batdorf (1947).
The exponent is close to -2.5 for all band heights. The best fit value for all calculations was found
to be -2.483 with a small range from -2.481 to -2.486. It seems likely that a more precise value of
the exponent in Eq. 1 would be -2.48 when the analysis is based on a more accurate shell theory
(Yamaki, 1984).
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Figure 6: Variation of the bifurcation pressure with the radius to thickness ratio r/t

The variation of the bifurcation pressure (Figure 7) with Poisson’s ratio follows the same pattern
as shown in Eq. (1) (Greiner, 2004).
Combining the above findings leads to the following expression for the bifurcation pressure.
=
p cr ( r h , t r )

E

(1 −ν 2 )

0.75

 r
 t 
C3 + C4   
 h
 r 

2.48

(3)

in which C 3 = 0.364 and C 4 = 0.080 when H/r = 4. Equation 3 produces a very good fit to the
numerical results with a maximum deviation of ±5%.
It may also deduced that the buckling resistance of the cylinder under a ring line load Fcr per unit
circumference is given by

Fcr =

E

(1 −ν 2 )


Cr
0.75 ( 3 ) 

t

r

2.48

(4)
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which closely matches the numerical results for a ring loaded cylinder.

Figure 7: Variation of the dimensionless critical buckling pressure with Poisson’s ratio (r/t=350, H/r=4,
h/r=0.3)

The overall fit for H/r = 4 is shown in Figure 8 using the dimensionless pressure with p cr from Eq.
3

p =
*

pcr (1 − ν 2 )
E

0.75

r
 
t

2.48

(5)
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Figure 8: Complete dimensionless description of linear bifurcation pressures for H/r = 4

When different heights of cylinder were studied, it was expected that an approximately linear
relationship between bifurcation pressure pcr and cylinder height H might be found, following Eq.
1 and noting the buckling mode. However, this was found not to be the case for all common
cylinder aspect ratios. This is shown in Figure 9, where the dimensionless pressure p* for all
aspect ratios greater than H/r = 2 (which is a cylinder where the height and diameter are equal) is
only very mildly dependent on the cylinder aspect ratio H/r.
This effect is shown more clearly in Figure 10, where the increase in bifurcation resistance from
the aspect ratio H/r = 10 to the aspect ratios H/r = 4 and 2 are shown. The difference is clearly
very small when the band height is low, but rises slightly for larger band heights. The difference
between H/r = 4 and H/r = 10 is less than 4% for band heights h less than half the cylinder radius.
This shows that the expectation that the band loaded cylinder, with its buckling mode commonly
extending over the full height (Figure 2) does not depend on the cylinder height H as suggested by
Eq. 1.
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Figure 9: Variation of dimensionless pressure with cylinder aspect ratio H/r

Figure 10: Deviation of bifurcation pressure from the values for H/r = 10

The empirical Eq. 3 provides a good representation of the bifurcation pressure for a band loaded
cylinder, and the relatively small errors (Figure 8) indicate that this equation provides a
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conservative and reasonably accurate value for design purposes.
Comparing Eqs (1) and (3), the critical difference between a uniformly externally pressurised
cylinder and one carrying only a band of pressure is that whilst in the uniformly loaded case the
bifurcation pressure is inversely proportional to the height of the full cylinder H, when it is loaded
on a band this inverse proportionality is with the height of the band h. This finding indicates that
the total applied external load dominates external pressure buckling, even when the same mode is
invoked. The two bifurcation pressures vary identically with the radius to thickness ratio.
It should be noted, however, that Eq. 5 only applies to perhaps h/r < 0.5. The lower limit of radius
to thickness ratio r/t for which this result is applicable, is evidently governed by yielding, so no
limitation is needed on r/t.

4 The plastic reference resistance (Rpl)
The second reference load required for Reference Resistance Design (Rotter, 2016a; 2016b) is the
plastic limit resistance R pl . This reference load is obtained from a materially nonlinear analysis
MNA using small deflection theory which reaches a well defined value when a fully plastic
mechanism is formed. Since the formation of this mechanism is progressive, and is only fully
developed at very large displacements, the load is not easily determined accurately from a
numerical analysis. Particular care is taken here to obtain precise values.
The collapse mechanism (Save and Massonnet, 1972) couples stretching and bending plastic
deformations in different proportions at different points in the shell with the maximum deflection
at the mid-height of the cylinder (Figure 11 and x=0 in Figure 12). It is notable that the band does
not produce a zone of relatively uniform deflection at its centre (Figure 12), but always shows a
strong peak there with a full plastic hinge. However, at full plasticity the circumferential
membrane stress is remarkably uniform over this zone of significantly varying deflection (Figure
13). To accommodate the local radial displacement, the cylinder must deform in bending in the
axial direction quite dramatically causing high axial bending plastic strains. However, high
bending moments m pl,Mises (Figure 14 and Eq. 6) only develop at the two edges of the band despite
the severe bending strains at the centre because the demand for a high membrane circumferential
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strain at the central plastic hinge dominates the plastic strain vector (Figure 15). The plastic strain
field near the load is dominated by yielding due to stretching (Figure 15), whilst that the edge of
the band is dominated by yielding due to bending (Figure 15). There is, of course, a reaction
circumferential bending moment mθ (Eq. 6) (Save and Massonnet, 1972) throughout the
mechanism because the strains must be axisymmetric. The bending moments at the edges of the
band exceed the simple full plastic moment of the section (Figure 14) because the von Mises yield
envelope (Figure 15) reaches larger moments due to the reaction circumferential bending moment
(mpθ = 0.5mpx) which pushes the yield surface out to the maximum of the material von Mises
ellipse. The plot of the plastic stress states throughout the yielded zone (Figure 15) reveals much
interesting detail that is more widely relevant to shells under other loading conditions when a fully
plastic mechanism forms.
=
m pθ ,Mises 0.5
=
m px ,Mises and m px ,Mises

3) m
with m
( 2=
pl

pl

t2 σ y 4

Figure 11: Illustrative example: von Mises stress contour plot of the deformed shape of the cylinder

(6)
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Figure 12: Dimensionless radial displacement over the height of the cylinder for different band-heights
(x=0=mid-height of the cylinder)
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Figure 13: Dimensionless circumferential stress resultant over the height of the cylinder for different bandheights (x=0=mid-height of the cylinder)

Figure 14: Dimensionless axial bending moment over the height of the cylinder for different band-heights
(x=0=mid-height of the cylinder)
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Figure 15: Plastic membrane - bending interaction stress states in the band

An analytical solution to this problem was presented by Calladine (1983) using a square yield
criterion to approximate the von Mises ellipse (Figure 16). This analysis leads to the dimensionless
collapse pressure given by Eqs 7 and 8.
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Figure 16: Von Mises ellipse and square yield criterion
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Using the dimensionless collapse pressure ppl/σ y defined by Eqs 7 and 8, a moderately good
comparison with the results of full MNA analyses is found (Figure 17) though the analytical
treatment systematically overestimates the resistance by about 12%. When the band covers a
significant part of the cylinder, the full plastic pressure approaches the value for uniform
membrane yield, so the interesting part of this comparison is only for band heights less than around
h

rt =8.
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Figure 17: Comparison of the numerical MNA predictions (von Mises) with the analytical solution (square
yield) (Calladine, 1983)

This analytical solution clearly captures the essential feature of a short band, and is consequently
useful when exploring the underlying mechanics of the behaviour. If Calladine’s (1983) equation
(Eq. 8) is semi-empirically adjusted to produce values associated with the von Mises yield criterion
(Eq. 9), a close fit (maximum error 2.9%) to the numerical results is achieved over the full range
of h

rt studied (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Empirical adjustment of Calladine’s solution to relate to von Mises yield criterion (max error
2.9%)

The plastic reference load R pl required for use in Reference Resistance Design can now be
accurately represented for the geometries investigated in this study using Eq.. 9
A note of caution should be added when calculating a plastic reference load using an MNA
analysis. When a plastic limit load analysis (MNA) is performed, geometric nonlinearity is
deliberately omitted, and under the strict requirements of EN 1993-1-6 (2007), strain hardening
must not be included. The reasons for this choice are explained in Rotter (2005; 2011). The load
deflection curve should then display a flat plateau when the plastic collapse load is reached.
Ideally, this plateau may then be used to determine the plastic collapse load. However, in many
cases involving shells, the software struggles to reach this plateau (Figure 19) because the analysis
is non-linear and may involve very high strains where the software may not represent the true
behaviour well. At very large displacements (above U/r = 0.02 in Figure 20) the analysis shows
some artificial hardening.
The phenomenon of artificial hardening was first described by Holst et al (2005) and more recently
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discussed in dos Santos et al (2018). This artificial hardening appears to be only seen with some
elements, such as the general purpose element S4R (ABAQUS, 2017), when the analysis considers
material nonlinearity without geometric nonlinearity. As soon as geometric nonlinearity is
introduced, the artificial hardening disappears, as will be shown in the later sections (Figure 23).
In this study, the axisymmetric element SAX1 was used to estimate the plastic collapse load for
use in the later sections to achieve computational efficiency. This element does not suffer from the
phenomenon of artificial hardening.
However, even when the expected plateau does not develop, the correct plastic collapse load can
still be accurately extracted by using the techniques developed by e.g. by Doerich and Rotter
(2011a) and dos Santos et al (2018). In this study the work of Holst et al (2005) and Doerich and
Rotter (2011a) has been used to extract the plastic collapse load.
The plastic collapse load can be clearly identified by first plotting the data using a modified
Southwell plot (Holst et al 2005). The applied load P is plotted against the ratio of the load to a
characterising displacement P/w to predict the failure load as a projected intercept on the P axis.
Data points that are progressively closer to the true plateau are increasingly closer to the target
intercept. In this example, it provides a plastic collapse load 2.7% above the value found using
the approximation of Eq. 9 (Figure 20). The second advance in this methodology was an
improvement termed the Convergence Indicator Plot (CIP) (Doerich and Rotter, 2011a), which is
shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 19: Example of a load deflection curve using S4R elements

The CIP plot is based on the on the evaluation of the slope within the modified Southwell plot
(Doerich and Rotter, 2011a). Within the elastic plastic region, the modified Southwell plot shows
an almost linear behaviour. Using the tangent at any point in the elastic-plastic zone, the intercept
of the tangent gives an estimate of the plastic collapse load P MS . This estimate may then be
compared with the currently applied load level P a and is expressed as:

=
ω

( PMS − Pa ) / Pa

(10)

As ω becomes smaller, the current load level progressively, and close to linear, approaches the
plastic collapse load. Repeated precise estimates of the true collapse load are therefore easily
obtained, even for problems involving quite complex plastic collapse mechanisms and large plastic
strains. However, where spurious hardening occurs, the Southwell plot shows a rapid increase in
load at large deflections and this is quickly detected in the CIP plot (Figure 21). Instead, two
distinct curves become evident (Figure 21). The original curve is the lower straight line in Figure
21, pointing accurately towards the intercept that is the correct value. As artificial hardening takes
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hold, the points abruptly diverge upwards and then follow a different linear line with rising loads
and rising deflections. If the initial elastic plastic section of this CIP plot is used, the plastic
collapse load is found to be just 0.37% larger than the value given by the approximation of Eq. 9.
This illustrates the power of the CIP plot and its capacity to detect errors, as well as giving
confidence in the prediction of the correct plastic collapse load even when the software has
difficulty in achieving convergence at large deformations.

Figure 20: Determination of the plastic collapse load using the modified Southwell plot (Holst et al., 2005)
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Figure 21: Convergence Indicator Plot for accurate evaluation of the plastic collapse load
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5 Capacity curves
Reference Resistance Design RRD (Rotter, 2016b) allows the designer of thin metal shells to take
advantage of the results of complex finite element analysis without the difficulties of setting up
and performing these analyses, but instead using hand analysis or spreadsheets and exploiting
carefully established research on the relevant problem. The RRD presents the data in the form of
a capacity curve, which is already completely defined in terms of the relevant parameters and the
reference resistances. To provide a full RRD description, the parameters of the capacity curve for
a given loading and boundary conditions must be determined using a geometrically and materially
nonlinear analysis of the imperfect structure (GMNIA). Capacity curves (Rotter, 2002; Rotter,
2007; Rotter, 2005) describe the varying resistance of an increasingly slender structure from a fully
plastic collapse (λ=λ 0 ), through plastic buckling, (λ 0 <λ<λ p ) to elastic buckling in the presence of
imperfections (λ>λ p ) (Figure 22) using very few parameters. Each parameter describes a specific
physical phenomenon: The plastic range factor β identifies the boundary between elastic buckling
and elastic plastic failure, the geometric reduction factor α G describes the influence of geometric
nonlinearity in the perfect elastic system and the squash limit relative slenderness λ 0 defines the
upper slenderness limit of fully plastic collapse.

a)

b)

Figure 22: a) General capacity curve b) modified capacity curve (Rotter, 2007; Rotter, 2005)

The relative slenderness of the system is defined by Eq. (11).

λ=

R pl
Rcr

(11)
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where R pl is the plastic reference resistance derived from an MNA analysis and R cr is the critical
buckling resistance derived from an LBA analysis These two resistances have been determined in
Sections 3 and 4.
The elastic-plastic buckling reduction factor χ is defined as
χ = Rk R pl

(12)

where the characteristic reference resistance Rk from an experiment or calculated using a GMNIA
analysis.
The buckling behaviour of the band loaded cylinder is very similar to that of a uniformly
pressurised cylinder with a few long waves around the circumference of the cylinder, even for very
short band heights, and the limiting condition of the band load as the uniformly externally
pressurised cylinder. Under uniform external pressure, a cylinder is only moderately imperfection
sensitive (Greiner, 2004; Guggenberger, 1995; Yamaki, 1984). When the band load acts on only a
narrow band, the influence of geometric nonlinearity increases. This effect tends to decrease
imperfection sensitivity e.g. (Cai et al., 2002; Doerich, 2007; Sadowski and Rotter, 2011). As a
result, the band loaded cylinder is thought to be relatively insensitive to imperfections and this
study was consequently limited to the perfect structure and R k was found using a geometrically
and materially nonlinear analysis GMNA.
The capacity curve of EN 1993-1-6 (2007), extended by the adoption of a linearly varying
interaction exponent η as proposed by Doerich and Rotter (2011b) is given by

χ 1

when

λ ≤ λ0

(13)

when

λ0 < λ < λ p

(14)

when

λp < λ

(15)

η(λ )

 λ − λ0 
χ =1 − β 

 λ p − λ0 

χ α λ

2

with

=
λp

α (1 − β )

(16)
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η (λ ) =

η0 ( λ p − λ ) + η0 ( λ − λ0 )
λ p − λ0

(17)

In the case of the perfect shell α=α G as imperfections are not considered.
The capacity curve describes the effect of varying the dimensionless slenderness of the structure,
as described by Rotter (2011), this slenderness can be adjusted easily by using a single geometry
and changing the yield stress. This procedure ensures that the effects of geometric nonlinearity
stay constant and that reliable values of α can be extracted. It has the added advantage that a single
finite element model can be used to generate the full curve. The range of geometries considered
here was r/t=100, 200, 350, 500, 750, 1000, 2000; h/r=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5; and H/r=4 with some
control samples at H/r=10.

Figure 23: Modified capacity curves for r/t=200 and dimensionless cylinder height H/r=4

All the calculated capacity curves had a similar form (Figure 23) starting with the plastic range
(χ≈1) for R GMNA /R LBA close to zero and displaying the vertical line of elastic buckling as
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R GMNA /R LBA approached unity. The two reference loads (R MNA and R LBA ) were calculated using
the procedures outlined above. It should be noted that the plastic collapse load was calculated using
the axisymmetric element SAX1, while all geometrically nonlinear analyses were calculated using
the shell element S4R. The characteristic strength χ≈1, which shows that the S4R element produces
an accurate description of the MNA result under GMNA at very low yield stresses.
The strength reduction due to geometric nonlinearity is small, with the largest reduction at 13% or
α G =0.87 (Figure 24). The influence of pre-buckling deformations becomes more pronounced in
thicker shells, as is expected from the effect of pre-buckling deformations under uniform external
pressure (Yamaki, 1984). The variation in the value of α G is precisely modelled (within 5%) for
a wide range of slendernesses and band heights by Eq. 18 with C 1 =0.245, C 2 =8.77×10-5 and
C 3 =0.816.

 h

r
αG min C1   + C2   + C3 ,1
=
t
 r


Figure 24: Influence of geometric nonlinearity

(18)
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The boundary between the elastic-plastic range and the elastic buckling range can be found for all
geometries at approximately 1−β=0.65 with small variations between 0.63 and 0.67 (i.e. the plastic
range factor β= 0.35 with a variation between 0.33 to 0.37).
For a full design characterisation, the plastic range factor and the squash limit relative slenderness
were chosen to be β=0.347 and λ 0 =0, respectively, for all geometries within the studied range. The
interaction coefficients η0 and ηp were approximated using the limits identified by Doerich and
Rotter (2011b) for continuity between domains (Eqs 19 and 20)
 1 − β   λ p − λ0 
ηp = 2


 β   λ p 

(19)

2

1 − β  1 − λ0  1
=
η0 3 
 + η p (1 + η p )

 β   λp  2

(20)

The resulting set of capacity curves have a maximum error from the original GMNA predictions
of about 8% (Figure 25 and Figure 26), slightly under-predicting the dimensionless strength in the
elastic plastic domain. The largest discrepancy in the elastic range is 5.7% (Figure 26)
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Figure 25: Example modified capacity curve and its design approximation

Figure 26: Example modified capacity curve and its design approximation
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6 Conclusion
This paper has presented an investigation into the resistance of thin uniform elastic-plastic
cylindrical shells subjected to a band of external pressure at the mid-height. The investigation was
conducted within the framework of the Reference Resistance Design (RRD) and accordingly the
two required reference loads were investigated first: the critical buckling resistance ratio Rcr
derived from an LBA analysis and the plastic reference resistance ratio Rpl derived from an MNA
analysis.
It has provided precise approximate formulae for the elastic critical buckling pressure pcr and the
plastic collapse pressure ppl. Both approximations compare well with the numerical data within
the range of geometries investigated H/r>4, h/r<0.5 100< r/t<2000.
The linear bifurcation analysis mostly showed long vertical buckles over the full height of the
cylinder but with the number of circumferential modal waves that reduced as the band width rose.
These modes were similar to those for cylinders under uniform external pressure. The buckling
pressures were expected to depend strongly on the full height of the cylinder, but they were found
instead to depend only on the band height for most practical geometries. The critical buckling
pressure was found to be dominated by the total applied external load, even when the same
buckling mode is invoked at different band widths.
The results of the materially nonlinear analysis using the von Mises yield criterion compare well
with the analysis of Calladine (1983) though the latter was found to be slightly unconservative. A
minor semi-empirical adjustment of Calladine’s result produced an excellent approximation to the
numerical results.
The collapse mechanism couples stretching and bending plastic deformations in different
proportions at different points in the shell with the maximum deflection at the mid-height of the
cylinder. The plastic strain field near the load is dominated by yielding due to stretching. The
study of the plastic strain vectors and location of different points in the cylinder on the yield surface
illustrated well the complex behaviour of mechanisms in shell structures.
Capacity curves for the full range of geometries (H/r>4, h/r<0.5, 100<r/t<2000) were generated
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and interpreted within the Reference Resistance Design (RRD). A summary of the extracted
parameters for use in design can be found in Table 1.
It was found that geometric nonlinearity influences the behaviour only slightly in the elastic range,
with the greatest impact being αG=0.87 for the thickest (r/t=100) cylinder investigated.
β

0.347

λ0

0

 h

r
αG min C1   + C2   + C3 ,1
=
t
 r

 1 − β   λ p − λ0 
ηp = 2


 β   λ p 
2

1 − β  1 − λ0  1
=
η0 3 
  λ  + 2 η p (1 + η p )
β
p


Table 1: Summary of the parameters for Reference Resistance Design

The strength of a band loaded perfect cylinder, within the defined range of geometries, can now
be calculated by hand using the characterisation of Reference Resistance Design.
It has been shown that even when the plastic collapse analysis does not develop a clear plateau the
plastic collapse load can be accurately extracted using the techniques of the modified Southwell
plot and CIP plot, both devised by Doerich and Rotter (2011a) .
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